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Worksheets provide a wide range of drafting problems for student assignements. Problems are

printed on drawing sheets with borders and title blocks to minimize layout work.
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John R. Walker is a longtime author for G-W. He is the author of 13 textbooks (not all G-W

products) and many magazine articles. John did his undergraduate studies at Millersville University

and has an MS in industrial education from the University of Maryland. He taught industrial arts

andvocational education for 32 years. John also worked as a machinist for the US Air Force and as

a draftsman at the US Army Aberdeen Proving Grounds. He is now retired from teaching. Bernard

D. Mathis has taught high school drafting for more than 30 years. He teaches at Sterling High

School inSterling, Colorado. Bernie has bachelor's and master's degrees in industrial arts education

from the University of Northern Colorado. --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

I enjoy my homework that I get out of this book! It has interesting things to draft and it's not the

same object repeated so my interest is kept the whole time. I would definitely recommend this book

to a new drafter, it's a great tool and fun to use!

This book is organised well to introduce mechanical drawing.I would like to see more exercises that

students may do for each chapter. I think that drawing assignments for each chapter would be



beneficial.

Book was as described and delivery was prompt.

for a book for rent.... this is as good as new wow! 10/10

The book kind of jumps around a lot and it doesn't have the best layout. I wouldn't buy it again and I

wouldn't have bought it in the first place if my college class hadn't required it. All in all it's a nice

book to have at your work desk for reference if you're a drafter but other than that not a huge fan.

Needed this to help my son with his homework when a textbook was not available from the school

to take home

I ordered this text book on Thursday, August 26th and was "guaranteed" it would be shipping within

a few business days. It is now September 7th and the book has still not been shipped by this

company. I called ecampus and after waiting on hold for 15-20 minutes, a representative finally

answered and told me since my order was placed through , they could not help me and I would

have to contact ecampus through email via  and she told me they would respond within 2 days. I

told her I would not hold my breath on that, and luckily I didn't because I sent that email on

Thursday, September 2nd and still have not heard back from them on that either. So, if you want to

be waiting on a book forever that may never get shipped and non-existent customer service, then

have confidence ordering from this company. If you actually like to receive items purchased, then

DO NOT order from them!!!
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